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MAORI PENDANTS MADE FROM DOG COCKLE SHELLS
Louise Furey
Auckland
Shells were commonly used as personal ornamentation by
Maoris . Many diffe rent species, both bivalves and univalves,
,,ere used. The tradition was also common in Easy Polynesia.
The d egree of modification to the shells varies from a simple
perforation for st ringing as a necklace unit or pendants, to
shaping for use as ear and neck pendants, bracelet or anklets.
Dog cockle shell (Glycymeris laticostata ) was used as
a raw material for pendant manufacture . The form o f the pendants
varies but several are alike and could therefore be classed
as a definite group . While researching this article, infor mation was sought from the major museums and some smaller museums.
In tot al ten pendants from museum collections are described,
includ ing six of a similar shape . Other pendants may be present
i n private collections or local museums. A search of the liter ature revealed two add itional examples where dog cockle shel ls
had been utilised as ornaments.
Dog cockles, distinct from the tuangi or common cockle,
are to be found from the Far North to Stewart Island , living
in shallow water below low tide (Powell, 1979). The shells
have b een found in a r chaeological sites but never in numbers
to suggest they were a food source.
Rather, a walk along a
beach tod ay will show the shells are washed ashore with the
tide and they were probably collected specifically as a raw
material for ornaments . Gl ycvmer~s shells are readily identified by the radial rib s which, even when ground down during
pendant manufacture, remain as a prominent parallel grain
pattern. The shell is ~obust which makes it suitable :or working
into o rnaments .
Only one shaped pendant is known from an excavated conte xt
(N42/94l; Furey, 1982), although several perforated but otherwise unmodified Glycymeris shells were found in excavations
at Harataonga Bay, Great Barrier Island (Law, 1972) .
In add ition
two modified dog cockle shell artefacts which still retained
the basic shell shaoe were found with an infant burial on Okahu
Island in the Bay of Islands ( Sutt o n and Gibbs, 198 3 ) . The
remaining examples desc ribed here are in museum collect ions
and can be provenanced fairly accurately (Fig . l).
The majority of the dog cockle shell pendants described
are of a shape that is narrower at the base than t he upper
end, and with a curved profile . Six of these are k nown.
The
four Auckland Museum specimens are from N42/941, Westfield,
Auckland (AR7467), Waihi Beach (5098), South Kaipara Head ( 17 009) ,
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and one from the Halcombe Collection (36515), unprovenanced
but possibly Taranaki. In the National Museum, NM 4930 from
the Bollens Collection is from Cape Maria van Dieman, and
D34 . 735 in the Otago Museum, ex Bollons Collection, is localised
to the same area (Skinne r, 1974:83 ) . Skinner described the
Otago Museum pendant as a simplified form of rei puta.
The rei puta, made of whale ivory, is considered to be
a l ate form of ornament as it was popular in the 18th century
at the time of Cook's first voyage. The re i puta generally
has eyes at the lower end which is thicker than the upper port ion
of the pendant . None have been found from an excavated context,
although one from Oruarangi must post - date 1500 A.O., the ini tial
occupation of the site (Best , 1980:78) . However, Davidson
(1984:83,87) relates the shape to the older whale tooth pendant
form , which also occurs in East Polynesia. This general shape,
with an outward curve at the lower end must have been common
in East Polynesia, and culminated in the rei puta i n 18th
century New Zealand and in the lei niho palaoa in Hawaii.

Figure 2. Glvcyrneris laticostata shell,
showing the position from where Dendant
shapes were removed.

Al l the pendants are o f a similar size, the upper =ange
of which would be determi ned by the size of the shell (Table 1 ) .
The thickness is fairly consiste nt.
However small differences
are apparent in the overall shape, and the number and positioning
of the suspension holes.
The pendant from Waihi Beach (Fig.3d) and the two from
Cape Maria van Dieman ( Fig.3e) are very curved in profile with
the distal end projecting out. By contrast, the example from
Nestfield is flat in profile ( Fig . Ja ) . All examp le s have
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Length

Width
Thickness
a
b
22
18
5
28
21
6
23
20
5
24
20
5
25
20
4
24
20
3

AR 7467
5098
36515
17009
NM -1930
D 34 . 735

54
63
60
59
77
70

TABLE l:

Dimen sions of rei puta- like dog cock le.

a

b

squared - off ends with the exception of 17009, which has a
=ounded distal end ( Fig . 3c) .
In each c ase the r aised ridges
of the Glycymer is shell h ave been ground down but the pat tern
still remains. However this was not an important part of the
vis ible decoration as the patterned side was against the wearer.
The plain side , with the o utward cur ve at the lower end, was
displayed. This is demonstrated clearly in the West= ield pendan t
where wear polish and rubbing is evident o n the patterned side.
The number of attachment holes varies but two is most
commo n .
Skinner ( 1974:83) illustrates a pe ndan t ident ified
as ~34 . 735 which is i n fact NM 4930 from the National Museum.
This has three intact suspension holes, the central one of
which is larger than the out er two.
Specimen 034 .735 has two
perforations, both broken. The pe ndant from Waihi 3each has
o nly one central hole, while 17009 (South Kaipara) has two
i ntact holes a nd AR 7467 (Westfield), a nd 36515 (unpro v. ),
each have two broken holes.
However, 36515 i s sand blasted
and may be notched rather than drilled. On AR7467 , a c ent=al
hole was started from the back but was not completed .
The age of t hese pendan t s is not established but the form
was probably in use for several hundred years. The pendant
fro m Waihi Beac h is almost cer tainly f r o m an Archaic site but
the associated a rte facts suggest it is from the lat er end of
the Archaic period. The We st field pendant was recovered by
excavation from an ocean settlement site.
It was found in
a shell midden radiocarbo n dated to 421 ± 59 BP (NZ 6164; Furey,
1983). The site also had a number of other artefacts of bone
and stone ( Furey , 1982).
Few excavated sites in Auckland have
produced such a number of artefacts.
Dog cockle shells were a lso used as a raw mater ial f o r
other types o f pendan~.
In several the form is similar to
ornaments made fr(
ne or stone.
Two modified dog cockle shells were fou:1d in assoc ia tion
with an infant b ur ial on Okahu Island. At the time of b urial
a transversely broken dog cockle shell, with a square hole
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Re i puta- like P• -~ants: a . AR7467; b . 36515;
c . 17009; d. 50~8; e. NM4930.
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in the apex, had been placed against the child 's abdomen.
A second shell with a cut notch on each side of the v alve was
placed over the buttock. Sutton and Gibbs ( 1983 : 102 ) suggested
these ornaments may have been attached to a fibrous waistband,
of which no evidence remained.
Another pendant of dog cockle i n the Auckland Museum
( 34813.2), also from Waihi Beach, is shown in Fig.4. Cut from
the hinge end of the shell this pendant does not have highly
pronounced radial rib scars. The shell has been shaped o n
one side to f orm a face, o r head, in profile with features
depict ed by incised lines .
Notch ing appears in s i x different
places around the edge. The leng th, taken horizontally from
the suspended position, is 44 mm , with the width being 33 mm,
taken at the widest point and at right angles to the length.
There is a s ingle suspension hole with a diameter of 3 mm.
The 'face' is reminiscent of the decora tion on some o f t~e
combs from Kauri Point Swamp (see Davidso n, 1984:212) , which
is no t far fr om Waihi Beach. The pendant cannot with certainty
be localised to the same site as that from which the rei puta like pendant was collected. However it is q uite likely that

Figure 4. Dog Cockle shell pendant (Auckland Museum 34813-2)
from Waihi Beach
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the pendants, along with other material from Waihi Beach placed
in the Auckland Museum at the same time, were fr o m the same
site. The s i te was a l arge o ne, exposed i n a dune blowout
over a number of years, and surface collected by several people
( Hanunond, 1964 ) .
A very unusual pendan t made fro m Gl ycymeris shell was re ported a nd illustrated in the N.Z.A.A. Newsletter by sarr ow
(19 5 9 : 6-7 ) .
Found o n the Wairarapa coast in a sand dune and
possibly associated with a burial , this figure h as b een referred
to as a hei tiki . The patterning of the d og c ockle shell is
clearly visible . Because o f the absence of a suspension hole
i t has been inferred the t iki was worn upside down with the
suspension cord either wound around t he feet , or possibly
thr eaded through between the legs (there is a piece missing
between the feet) . Barrow ( 1959 :7 ) suggested the tiki,
55 mm in length and 25 mm wide, may have been Archaic in style
based on the u pright position of the head. The artefact, fro m
a private collection, is o n deposit in the National Museum.
There are several pendants i n the Otago Museum which are
probably made from Glvcvmer is shells . All are from D' Urville
Island. Spec imen 057 .428 localised to Grevil le Harbour, is
described on the c atalogue c ard as an imit at ion shark tooth,
43 . 9 mm long and 31.1 mm ~ide , wit h two suspension holes and
a third unfinishe d central ~ole . Tapering to a point at the
distal end, the pendant is cur ved in profile. The thickness
~s measured at 5 . 1 mm .
Illustrated in Skinner (1 9 33), 057 .398 is d esc ribed as
intermediate between a o ne - piece hook and a snake. The ' point'
of the hook is incurved and joins the shank below the birdli~e head . Two suspension holes are present; o ne is above
the mouth and the seco nd, a s mal l er hole, is below the head.
The obj ect is 71 mm long a nd 44 mm wide . The thickness is
9 mm and the artefact must have been made from a particularl y
large and robus t shell . The smaller suspension hole may have
been for attaching additional decoration such as fe athers,
rather than a neckcord .
Also fr o m D' Urvi lie Island , 072 .54 was reputed to_have _
been found in a burial c ave.
Skinner ( 19 3 4 : 25) describes_it
as • ... a pendant in the form of a point of a compos ite fishh ook
cut from a massive shell
•
Curved in profil~ the pendant
is 79 .8 mm long and 34 . 6 mm wide . Like t he prev ious ly described
pendan t it is v e ry t h ick (9 .2 mm) . There are two perforations
near the ' shank ' o f the ~ook .
The re are two clusterin gs apparent i n the distribution
o f the pendant s. The first comprising all those with the r e i
puta - like shape, occurs in the northern half of t he North Island .
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The second is around the Cook Strait area comprising the Waira rapa coast and D'Urville Island.
The ornaments from here are
more elaborately sculpted and have a variety of shapes.
Inter action of people on the Wairarapa coast with people in the
upper part of the South Island is indicated b oth from the stone
material found i n an archaeo l ogical context (Leach, 1978) and
from ethnographic accounts (Simmons, 1981) .
There appear s to be an absence o f artefacts made from
dog cockle in the South Island, excluding those from D'Ur ville
Island , even though the area is with in the natural distribution
of dog cockles . This may be due to inadequate sampling on
my part but a perusal of the literature indicates neither
artefacts nor shells have been found in the context of an
excavation. However in the Canterbury Museum there are pendants
ma de from other shell species such as ~actra and Soisula
(L .Williams, pers.comm. ) .
~~~
The rei puta-like shape is also copied in other types
of shell.
In the Auckland Museum a breast ornament of similar
size to those described above has been fashioned from a shell
of a Mactra sp.
Imitation whale tooth pendants or necklace units had a
wide distribution throughout New Zealand in the early period
of settlement. The rei puta has also been recorded f=om most
areas ( Skinner, 1934:114 ) . The rei puta-like shell pendant
form was in use from the early period unt il at least the 16th
century, and the rei puta proper was seen in the 18th cent ury .
This suggests the style of a single pendant with an outward
turned end was present throughout the sequence of occupation
in New Zealand but the rarity of this type of pendant in
collections suggests it was not common.
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